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1. Introduction

out (BIBO) queue system and a parameter delivery

8K Ultra HD is being promoted as the next-generation

network, and 2) allows high design efficiency and uti-

digital video format. From a communication channel

lization of processing components through local syn-

perspective, the latest High Efficiency Video Coding

chronization. Key optimizations on the component

standard (H.265/HEVC) greatly enhances the feasibil-

level are also presented.

ity of 8K by a doubled compression ratio. Implementation of source codecs, however, is challenged by the
multiplication of an ultra-high throughput requirement
and an increased complexity per pixel. The former
factor corresponds to up to 10 bit/pixel, 7680×4320
pixel/frame and 120 frame/second, overall 80× of
1080p HD. The latter comes from the new features of
HEVC relative to its predecessor H.264/AVC. The
most challenging of them is the enlarged and highly
variable-size

coding/prediction/transform

units

(CU/PU/TU), which significantly increase 1) the re-

Figure 1: Chip block diagram.

quirement for on-chip memory as pipeline buffers, 2)
the difficulty in ensuring pipeline utilization, and 3)

2. Proposed Architecture

the complexity of inverse transforms (IT).

Fig. 1 shows the system architecture. The chip com-

This paper presents the first HEVC decoder chip sup-

prises two primary clock domains: the decoder do-

porting 8K Ultra HD [6], featuring a 16-pixel/cycle

main consisting of processing components from High-

true-variable-block-size system pipeline. The pipeline

level Parameter Parser (HPP) to Frame Writer, and the

1) saves on-chip memory with a novel block-in-block-

DRAM domain consisting of the DRAM controller
1

and PHY. Parameter Decoder (PDec), Frame Reader

size. Push and pull can be in different sizes even for

and Frame Writer share DRAM bandwidth through a

the same words. Blocks can be combined and split

256-bit bus, which is connected to the DRAM control-

seamlessly between writer and reader by addressing

ler through an asynchronous bridge. In the DRAM

the pixel data in a Z-scan order. For power saving, the

domain, the controller and PHY follows a 1:2 clock

BIBO can also maintain a non-0 map of register bits

ratio, so a 400MHz controller can support a maximum

set/cleared at each write/read cycle. With this feature

data rate of DDR3-1600.

writing of zeros can be skipped while the corresponding reading is bypassed by the BIBO.

Figure 2: Block-in-block-out (BIBO) queue and relay of
parameter FIFO queues.

Figure 3: Proposed system pipeline.

Fig. 2 describes the BIBO queue for buffering pixel

Fig. 3 shows the system pipeline. H.264 decoders [1,

data. A BIBO queue combines the features of a queue

2] usually pipeline processing components on a uni-

and an array by allowing random addressing of words

fied Macroblock granularity. In HEVC, with Mac-

inside a block while storing the blocks in a first-in-

roblocks replaced by enlarged and more hierarchical

first-out manner. Blocks can be in a variable size spec-

Coding Tree Units (CTU), such a design style suffers

ified by the BIBO’s writer/reader client by giving a

from huge requirement for pipeline buffers. The in-

push/pull size together with the write/read of the last

creased number of CU/PU/TU sizes also significantly

word of the block. In implementation, BIBO translates

increases the cases that have to be considered, leading

the in-block address given by a client to the real ad-

to difficulty in efficiently controlling and interfacing

dress of a wrapped SRAM, by maintaining a base ad-

the processing components. We propose a new pipe-

dress for each of the writer and reader sides. Vacancy

line to address these problems. In the pipeline, param-

and storage levels are also maintained so that a client

eters from CABAD are classified into four levels of

can judge whether the required space or data are

CTU, CU, TU and sub-block (4×4), and distributed

available by comparing the level with current block

through a network of FIFO queues. Motion vectors

2

(MV) from PDec are delivered in the same way on the
PU level. Pixel data are buffered using BIBOs. The
pipeline has the following features. 1) It is synchronized locally using the vacancy/storage status of FIFO
and BIBO queues, rather than by a global scheduler.
This allows IQ, IT/Intra, PDec and MC to be pipelined
in different granularity: by sub-block, TU, CU and
PU, respectively. This processing mechanism is the
most natural for the components’ algorithms, which
enables efficient implementation. 2) For each component, processing granularity is also variable following
Figure 4: Component-level optimizations and break-

the current CU/PU/TU size, while combination and

down of logic utilization.

splitting of blocks in different sizes are automated by

Fig. 4 shows the architecture and logic breakdown of

BIBOs. 3) Most components’ interfaces are simplified

key processing components. For a highly parallel IT,

by handshaking with only FIFO and BIBO queues. 4)

conventional line-based processing patterns (e.g.

Pixel buffers are reduced by sizing BIBO queues ac-

16×1-pixel/cycle) of recursive decomposition archi-

cording to the least common multiple of writer and

tectures no longer apply to all TU sizes. We propose a

reader granularity, rather than CTUs. An overall

multi-shape 1-D IT to address this issue. Processing

61.9% saving of pixel buffers is achieved by further

patterns of 4×4-, 8×2- and 16×1-pixel/cycle are ap-

removing the buffer between Deblocking Filter (DBF)

plied for TU4, TU8 and above, respectively, to ensure

and SAO with an integrated sub-pipeline. 5) Parame-

a constant 16-pixel/cycle throughput. Meanwhile

ter buffers are saved by sizing the FIFO queues ac-

24.5% logic area is saved by reusing the even portions

cording to relatively pessimistic (e.g. assuming aver-

of IT32, IT16 and IT8. Complete 2-D IT is realized in

age TU size as 8×8) rather than the worst (e.g. assum-

a luma-chroma-parallel and row-column-pipelined

ing all 4×4 TUs) cases. By further optimizing the TU

style. Pipeline buffers between IT1 and IT2 are orga-

and MV queues in a relay structure (Fig. 2), overall

nized as 32 banks of BIBO queues for transposition.

parameter buffers are saved by 95.8%. 6) Primary pix-

To save power consumption, all-zero blocks are by-

el processing components including IQ, IT, Intra, Rec

passed on TU and sub-block levels, resulting in 88.7%

and DBF/SAO are designed in a common parallelism

to 98.5% activity reduction in IQ, IT and the related

of 4×4-pixel/cycle. The rest components are designed

BIBOs. The data memory of MC cache is organized as

to match the same target throughput. Overall pipeline

8 banks of 1K×120-bit SRAMs to ensure the data

utilization achieves 83.3% despite overheads mainly

preparation of an 8×4-pixel/cycle interpolation, over-

from DRAM and CABAD.

designed due to MC’s variable throughput nature.

3

Compared to a dual-bank design, the proposed one

area efficiency and 31% to 55% better energy efficiency,

saves cache memory’s physical area and read power

with a significant portion of the improvement contribut-

by 10% and 32%, respectively, while achieving a hit

ed by the 10.6% to 52.2% higher pipeline utilization

rate of 68%. Together with other DRAM access opti-

relative to [3]. The larger SRAM usage is primarily from

mizations including lossless frame recompression and

enlarged line buffers and MC cache for addressing the

DRAM mapping [2], overall DRAM access cycles are

features of 8K, and from features not implemented in

saved by over 80%.

previous chips [3-4] including 10-bit sampling, SAO and
the DRAM interface. Our chip also achieves 3.2× to 3.6×
better efficiency than [3, 5] in utilizing DRAM.

Figure 5: Chip specification and measurement results.

3. Implementation Results
Fig. 5 gives the specification of the chip [6] in 40nm.
Figure 6: Chip comparison.

Its die size is 22.92mm2 including a 64-bit DDR3
PHY, DLL, PLLs, and the digital core comprising
2887K logic gates and 396KB on-chip SRAM. With a
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